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A B S T R A C T   

Damping mechanisms are a crucial factor for influencing the vibration behavior of dynamic systems. In many 
applications vibrations are undesirable and need to be reduced by appropriate measures. For instance, vibrations 
in vehicles can reduce driving comfort or in civil engineering resonance damage can occur in constructions. An 
interesting and cost-effective way of increasing damping is particle damping. In modern processes of additive 
manufacturing, like laser powder bed fusion (LPBF), unmelted powder can be left inside a structure on purpose 
after making and thus producing integrated particle dampers already. Additively manufactured particle damping 
has not yet reached the industrial level because there are no detailed specifications for the design process. This 
includes the modeling of (non-linear) dynamic properties, based on numerous design parameters. The state of the 
art reveals that the effect of particle damping has been convincingly demonstrated, but transferability of the 
obtained information is still limited. In this paper the effect of particle damping is investigated experimentally 
with LPBF manufactured beam structures made of AlSi10Mg. Particle damping is evaluated in terms of perfor-
mance curves for different beam parameter sets. The aim is to help the designer, who needs to keep amplitudes in 
certain range to estimate the damping of the potential particle damper via the given performance curves. 
Damping is determined via experimental modal analysis by impulse excitation. The response is evaluated in the 
frequency domain using the Circle-Fit method with a focus on the beams first bending mode of vibration. Beyond 
that, a significantly increased damping could be verified up to the seventh bending mode covering a frequency 
range between 600 Hz and 18k Hz. Damping through particle-filled cavities shows up to 20 times higher 
damping compared to the same component with fused powder.   

1. Introduction 

By introducing particles, the structural damping can be significantly 
increased by a factor of more than 20 with considerably reduced sound 
radiation [1–9]. In addition, vibrations can be reduced broadband from 
a few Hz to several kHz [10–13]. One way of efficiently integrating 
particle damping into components is additive manufacturing, in 
particular laser powder bed fusion (LPBF) [2–9,14–16]. In keeping with 
the “Complexity for free” [17] principle, “Damping for free” applies to 
additively manufactured components, since neither mass nor costs in-
crease with increasing damping compared to the additively manufac-
tured reference component. 

Due to the high degree of design freedom, LPBF is particularly suit-
able for the production of complex structural components [18–22]. The 
material can be located at the highly stressed areas so that load-adapted 
lightweight structures with excellent mechanical properties are possible 

[23]. However, lightweight structures, especially aerodynamically 
optimized integral components, are often susceptible to vibrations [24]. 
Powder bed-based processes are particularly suitable for the construc-
tion of integrated particle dampers to counteract this susceptibility [2–9, 
14]. In the additive manufacturing process, the powder is left unfused in 
cavities provided inside the structure, which further increases the 
functional integration of the manufactured component by the effect of 
particle damping. In addition, particle dampers are manufactured 
additively if other damping mechanisms cannot be installed due to lack 
of space or mass restrictions or if natural vibration forms have to be 
specifically adapted locally. Additive manufacturing is also used if the 
cavity for particle damping cannot be manufactured in any other way. 

Particle dampers in general have long been used in a variety of ap-
plications [1]. In contrast, the use of additively manufactured particle 
damping has only recently gained attention, cf. [25], but has not yet 
reached the industrial level. This can be attributed to the fact that there 
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are no detailed specifications for the design of additively manufactured 
particle dampers. This includes the modeling of (non-linear) dynamic 
properties, based on numerous design parameters and information on 
the service life. So far, only isolated components such as cutting tool 
holders or braking disks have been investigated along with selected 
fundamental studies [2–9,14]. The results have in common that the ef-
fect of particle damping has been convincingly demonstrated, but 
transferability of the obtained information is still limited. 

Relevant design data for choosing a vibration reduction measure are 
excitation force, frequency and vibration amplitude [26]. This paper 
examines the nonlinear effects of particle damping in terms of perfor-
mance curves. To this end, force- and frequency-dependent damping 
curves are determined from measurements on laser melted AlSi10Mg 
beams. A Design of Experiment (DoE) is the starting point in the methods 
section of the paper including error estimation and reproducibility of the 
measurement results. Moreover, the beam and cavity geometries are 
defined in the DoE. With an impulse hammer excitation, the effect of 
particle damping is evaluated in the range of 600–18,000 Hz, the focus 
being mainly on the evaluation of the first bending mode. The effect of 
particle damping is evaluated in each case with respect to the fully fused 
(solid) beams. The aim is to obtain a comprehensive amount of data in 
order to be able to transfer the damping effect to other components. 
Based on modal data, the dynamic response of beams may be transferred 
to similar structures by interpolation of the presented results. The results 
could also serve as a basis for establishing references for the expected 
damping of certain cavities. 

2. Review 

Additive manufacturing is already used to systematically influence 
the vibration behavior of components [27–29]. For example, lattice 
structures can be integrated into laser melted structures to shift natural 
frequencies into uncritical frequency ranges, increase damping or save 
mass. The latter effect is of particular interest in lightweight 
construction. 

A further increase in damping is possible if powder is placed in 
cavities, with or without lattice structures, exploiting the particle 
damping effect [8,14]. Particles are either embedded in cavities of a 
structure, or the particle damper is mounted as an independent system 
on the vibrating structure [1]. Through the combined forces of inelastic 
impacts and friction, either particle/particle or particle/wall interac-
tion, kinetic energy is absorbed from the vibrating main structure 
resulting in increased damping [1,12]. A simplified diagram of a particle 

damper is shown in Fig. 1. Due to the numerous advantages described 
below, conventionally manufactured particle dampers are very 
common. 

Simple and low-cost design: Depending on the design, particle 
dampers usually have several, usually spherical particles or balls [1,30]. 
These are either put into a container which is fixed to the structure or 
into cavities of the structure [1], which has only a limited effect on 
structural mass and stiffness [1,2,31]. Particle dampers are naturally a 
passive system, therefore no energy is required [1,12]. Overall, it is a 
cost-effective method for reducing vibrations [1,32–34]. 

High operating life: Particle dampers can be permanently used in 
harsh environmental conditions such as severe cold e.g. in cryogenic 
applications [35] or in oiled environments [1,31]. They show little wear 
and are low maintenance allowing them to be used where other types of 
dampers would fail [1]. Furthermore, particle dampers can extend the 
lifespan of dynamically loaded components, due to reduced stresses 
[32]. 

Temperature resistant: Particle dampers can be used at tempera-
tures up to 2000 ◦C using appropriate particles [1,36]. This requires the 
operating temperature to be lower than the melting temperature of the 
particles. For example, tungsten powder can be used for high tempera-
ture applications [1]. Particle dampers can therefore be used in tem-
perature ranges where other damping mechanisms would fail [37]. 

Broadband damping: Particle dampers are suitable for both low- 
frequency, few Hz and high-frequency applications up to several kHz 
[10–13]. 

2.1. Design parameter 

Energy dissipation in particle dampers is caused by a combination of 
different loss mechanisms, which are generally nonlinear and are 
influenced by various system parameters such as cavity length, cavity 
width, cavity height, natural frequency and excitation force [34,37]. 
Design parameters for damping have already been investigated for 
conventionally manufactured particle dampers [10,11,30,31,33–38]. 
Though the influence of certain parameters on the damping perfor-
mance may be estimated, there is currently no reliable modeling of the 
relationships. 

2.1.1. Excitation level 
With many small particles, the frictional forces between particles 

must first be overcome before they can move in the damper [10]. Only 
when particle motion and particle interactions occur, the damping in-
creases [10] and initially rises further as the amplitude increases [33]. 

Fowler et al. also confirm that the maximum system damping de-
pends on the excitation level. If the excitation level is higher or lower 
than the optimum, the system damping decreases. This relationship is 
closely connected to cavity dimensions, especially the size of the cavity 
in the direction of the oscillating motion [37]. 

2.1.2. Particle mass 
The primary factor for energy dissipation is the particle mass and the 

excitation amplitude [39]. Some studies recommend to use tungsten as 
particle material due to its high density [11]. Particle mass must be 
considered in terms of its coupling to other parameters [30]. In exper-
iments with increasing mass, the packing density and the particle 
number also increase. Research by Hollkamp and Gordon showed that 
with increasing mass the system damping increases up to a certain value 
and then remains constant. At maximum filling of the cavity the system 
damping drops significantly, which is due to high packing forces on 
particle zones that prevent them from moving [10,30]. Fowler et al. 
added that with increasing mass there is also a significant shift in the 
natural frequency [37]. However, even with a relatively small mass 
ratio, particle dampers can considerably reduce the vibrations of 
structures with low damping [10]. 

x(t)

µW 

µP 0 < e < 1

CavityCavityVibrating structureVibrating structure ParticlesParticles

Friction Impact

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of a particle damper.  
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2.1.3. Packing density 
The packing density indicates the ratio of the volume of all particles 

in relation to the cavity volume. It is difficult to investigate the packing 
density separately because the total particle mass is directly coupled. 
Hollkamp and Gordon bypassed this problem by mixing different ma-
terials with different densities to vary the packing density. As a result, an 
optimal packing density of 45% was identified. In the range from 67% to 
78% the system damping decreases only slightly, at 100% packing 
density no system damping is apparent [30]. The reason for an optimum 
is that at a low packing density the number of particles and thus the 
number of friction and impact contacts is low, whereas at a packing 
density of 100% the movement of the particles is reduced. In other 
studies, a similar packing density of 40–80% was specified in order to 
achieve well balanced friction and collision forces for high energy 
dissipation [16,40,41]. 

2.1.4. Dimensions/cavities 
In the gravitational direction, large cavity dimensions and high 

filling ratios can restrict the movement of lower particle layers [10,30]. 
This effect limits the maximum effective size of the cavity in the direc-
tion of gravity. The optimum cavity height needs to be determined 
individually for each application [30]. On the other hand, the system 
damping is low with small cavities [10]. Basically, the particle damper 
should be installed where the expected deflection of the main structure 
is highest or where the highest kinetic energy is present [30]. Further-
more, other parameters such as particle size/diameter, particle shape, 
particle material, particle hardness, etc. play a role in the effect of 
particle damping [10,11,16,30,31,38,42]. 

2.2. Production of laser fused particle dampers 

Powder-bed based processes allow the component and the integrated 
particle damper to be manufactured in one production step [2–9,14–16]. 
LPBF in particular opens up the potential to leave unmelted powder in 
cavities and thus increase component damping [2–9,14–16]. The inte-
gration of the particle damper also saves production time, as the area in 
which the unfused particles are to be located does not have to be melted 
[16]. Accordingly, the integration of particle damping does not coun-
teract the high degree of functional integration and economic efficiency 
of additive manufacturing [8,16,43]. 

Fig. 2 shows the manufacturing process of particle damped gears in 
the LPBF. Due to the layering principle of LPBF systems, it is not easily 
possible to vary the packing density of the powder in the cavities, which 
is approx. 50–60% [44] and thus lies within the range to achieve high 
damping [30]. Several particles can be fused to a larger one or finer/-
coarser powder can be used to vary the packing density in the LPBF [16]. 
A limitation of the production process is that the powder exhibits the 
same chemical composition as the component. This problem can be 

overcome by integrating a multi-material coater into the laser powder 
bed fusion process [45,46]. 

Fig. 3 describes the manufacturing restrictions for particle filled 
cavities. These manufacturing restrictions apply to all LPBF systems and 
materials, but the values given differ. When designing the cavities, it 
should be taken into account that lattice support structures must be used 
beyond a certain down-skin angle. Integrated lattice structures are to be 
used, since separate supporting structures cannot be removed later [21, 
48]. Alternatively, self-supporting structures can be designed [23]. It 
must be taken into account that the surfaces in the cavities cannot be 
subsequently machined [49]. For example, the surface roughness of 
dynamically loaded components could be a reason for crack initiation 
[49]. The minimum dimensions for holes or gaps are determined by the 
fact that the powder can only move freely to a limited extent in narrow 
cavities [48,50]. It follows that the powder can act like a solid mass 
during component vibrations and no longer contributes to increasing 
component damping. When determining the minimum wall thickness, it 
must be noted that the wall thickness is reduced by abrasive wear due to 
particle/wall interaction [6]. 

2.3. Applications and research activities 

Künneke and Zimmer investigate the effects of particle damping on 
an anchor plate for an electromagnetic spring-applied brake [8,9]. 
During braking, the electromagnet is switched off and the anchor plate 
impulses the rotor followed by vibrations which lead to an undesired 
noise emission. For a brake disc made of AISI 316L stainless steel with 
powder damping manufactured by LPBF, sound pressure measurements 
showed an average reduced sound emission of 7.86 db(C) [8]. 

Künneke and Zimmer also examine laser melted samples of AISI 316L 
stainless steel with powder filling in free decay. They find that as the 
cavity volume increases, damping increases, while the decay time is 
reduced by up to 83%. In addition, Künneke and Zimmer note that a 
cavity partitioning leads to a reduction of damping for equivalent cavity 
volumes [8]. 

In the work of Vogel et al. and Biermann et al., laser melted cutting 
tool holders made of 1.2709 stainless steel, with powder embedded in 
them, are examined [14,15]. Due to the powder embedding, a reduced 
vibration amplitude and a shift in the natural frequency can improve the 
operating conditions, the dynamic behavior and the tool life [14,15]. 

Scott-Emuakpor et al. investigate forced vibrations of particle- 
damped beams made of Inconel 718 [2–7] and AISI 316L stainless 
steel [7]. The beams are clamped to a shaker and their vibrations are 
measured with a laser vibrometer while the shaker vibrations are 
tracked additionally with an accelerometer. Damping is calculated by 
means of the second and third bending mode vibration, since the first 
mode is affected too much by the clamping. Using up to 4% of the beams 
volume as cavity size, the component damping can be increased by a 

Fig. 2. Laser powder bed fusion of a particle damped gear according to [43,47].  
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factor of up to sixteen [2,6]. Furthermore, a damping model could be 
constructed with the help of a regression analysis from the results [4,5, 
7]. 

2.4. Experimental characterization of damping 

Determining structural damping of a component experimentally can 
be done, either in the time domain or in the frequency domain. A 
common frequency domain method is called circle-fit [52,53]. The fre-
quency response function (FRF) is reconstructed as Nyquist curve in the 
complex plane, where each resonance is forming a circle. Both eigen-
frequency ω and damping ratio D can be calculated using the circle-fit 
method according to Eqs. (1) and (2), respectively [52]. 

ω =
Ωb – Ωa

φb – φa
× (π – φa) + Ωa (1)  

D =
Ωb

2 − Ωa
2

2 × ω × (Ωa × tan(Θa) − Ωb × tan(Θb) )
(2) 

Here Ω represents the natural angular frequency and φ and Θ the 
corresponding angles. The indices a and b represent measured points.  
Fig. 4 shows exemplarily an FRF section with one resonance peak and a 
corresponding circle-fit approximation. 

Damping can be estimated for different value pairs Ωa and Ωb which 
can be averaged to increase robustness of the procedure. 

Considering both conventional and additively manufactured particle 
dampers there is no generally valid mathematical description of damp-
ing performance available. Although parameter influences can be esti-
mated more transferable data on frequency and amplitude dependency 
is needed to support engineers in the damper design phase. As compli-
cated dynamic systems may be approximated by equivalent substitute 
systems, it is useful to determine the particle damping for a simple 
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Fig. 3. Manufacturing restrictions for laser powder bed fusion of particle-filled cavities, the specified values apply to AlSi10Mg manufactured on EOS M280 ac-
cording to [43,47,51]. 

Fig. 4. Frequency response function (FRF) left, circle-fit right.  
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structure first. For this purpose, a DoE for the characterization of 
increased damping on beams is created in the following, the results of 
which are then to be transferred to other components. 

3. Experimental methodology 

This section describes the methodical procedure for the character-
ization of particle damping. Modal parameters can be used to analyze 
and compare dynamic systems with respect to geometric parameter 
changes for example. For this reason, in a first step a beam is used to 
evaluate the effect of particle damping for similar dynamic structures. 
The results may later be transferred to other parts, e.g. vibration-prone 
lightweight structures in aerospace applications. By means of a Design of 
Experiment (DoE), the influencing variables on particle damping, which 
have been presented in the state of the art, are to be quantified and 
processed in the form of performance curves. The curves are determined 
as a function of force and frequency. 

The aim is to help the designer, who needs to keep amplitudes in 
certain range with known excitation force and natural frequencies, to 
estimate the damping of the potential particle damper via the given 
performance curves. Furthermore, it should be possible to implement 
the curves into an FEM model in order to model further applications in 
detail. Since potential applications of particle damping can be in a wide 
frequency range, a frequency range up to 18,000 Hz is investigated here. 
However, the focus is on the beam’s first bending mode as this is 
assumed to be the most relevant one. In order to cover the wide fre-
quency range beams with different dimensions and correspondingly 
different eigenfrequencies are printed. Transferability of the results to 
other applications is achieved by developing a multi-stage partial 
factorial experimental design in the DoE. First the machine and process 
parameters are described. Next, the relevant design parameters of the 
beam that have an influence on the component damping are identified 
and specified. After that, the beams are designed, considering the 
manufacturing restrictions. Subsequently, this section deals with the test 
setup and the test execution. 

3.1. Machine and process parameter 

An aluminum alloy AlSi10Mg is selected for the beams, as this ma-
terial has a high performance index. The performance index indicates 
the ratio of component stiffness to mass, acc. to Ashby [54]. Especially in 
the aerospace industry it is essential to dampen vibrations and to have a 
high component stiffness with low mass. As manufacturing parameters 

the standard parameters of EOS for the LPBF system M280 are selected 
(Table 1). For the additive manufacturing process about 30% recycled 
powder and 70% new powder is used. After the building process, the 
beams are sawn from the building platform. The remaining support 
structures are broken off by mechanical force and no subsequent heat 
treatment of the beams is carried out. Furthermore, no mechanical fin-
ishing except sandblasting of the beams is carried out and the influence 
of surface roughness on the damping is not investigated. In order to 
analyze manufacturing deviations, computer tomograph (CT) scans are 
carried out on a selection of beams and the mass of all beams is 
measured. In addition, the packing density of the powder can be eval-
uated by means of a CT scan. The damping of the component is influ-
enced by the design parameters, and the parameters during the test 
execution, such as the excitation force, which are described in the 
following. 

3.2. Determination of the test parameters 

In general, the design parameters can be divided into the following 
categories: topology, shape, dimensions, quantity, material, tolerances 
and surface [55]. A beam with a cavity is selected as basic topology. A 
rectangular cross-section is selected in order to ensure good reproduc-
ibility when carrying out the test. For example, in the case of a freely 
supported beam on foam base, round beams may start to roll after im-
pulse and thus measurements are disturbed, and reproducibility is not 
guaranteed. Round beams furthermore are difficult to position if the 
anisotropy from the printing process is to be investigated. A rectangular 
cross-section is also selected for the shape of the cavity inside the beams, 
since self-supporting structures must be used for printing. If the beams 
are printed horizontally, they can be positioned on the edge and down 
skin angles of 45◦ are naturally maintained. In order to be able to pro-
duce the components in the manufacturing process also vertical, the 
ends of the cavity must be formed by a tapering dome. This ensures a 
self-supporting structure for upright and horizontal positioning (see  
Fig. 5). This way it is possible to investigate the influence of anisotropy 
on component damping for different samples. 

Design parameters are the external and internal dimensions of the 
beam. In total, all beams examined in this work are manufactured in 4 
batches. For the first two batches, the external dimensions are set at 
20 × 20 × 200 mm3 and the internal dimensions (cavity width, height 
and length) are varied. 

Using the first batch the influence of anisotropy, cavity width, cavity 
height and cavity length is investigated and the results statistically 
verified. The effects of the anisotropy on the damping are determined by 
the analysis of standing and lying produced beams. In general, standing 
and lying printed beams with solid core are used as a reference for the 
evaluation of particle damping. Most beams with particle filling are 
printed vertically, as this allows more beams to fit into the available 
space. According to the literature, particle damping is at its maximum 
when the cavity volume is at its maximum, so large volumes are 
required. However, the restrictions of additive manufacturing, such as 
the minimum wall thickness, must be met. The statistical validation is 
done by printing three bars per parameter set. 

In the second batch, smaller and larger cross-sections are printed 
horizontally. Then, batches 1 and 2 are measured and analyzed in the lab 
before batch 3 and 4 are created. 

From the third batch onwards, only horizontally printed beams are 
used, for which no dome geometry is required. In the third batch, the 
outer dimensions of the beams are varied. Beams with an external cross- 
section of 10 × 10 mm2 and 5 × 5 mm2 at a length of 200 mm and 
beams with a cross-section of 20 × 20 mm2 at a length of 150 mm are 
examined. By varying the dimensions of the components, the natural 
frequency of the beams is consequently changed. The natural frequency 
plays a role for the transferability of the results, since the damping is 
frequency dependent. Furthermore, the influence of the cavity di-
mensions can be converted into a dimensionless quantity (ratio of inner 

Table 1 
Machine, powder and process parameter for EOS M280 and AlSi10Mg.  

Process parameter Unit Stripes Up- 
skin 

Down- 
skin 

Hatching distance mm 0.19  
0.21  0.21 

Scanning speed mm/s 1300  
1000  1150 

Power W 370  
360  340 

Thickness mm –  
0.09  0.06 

Overlap mm 0.02  
0.02  0.02 

Exposer strategy – EOS_Direct part 
Machine parameter Unit Value 
Platform temp. ◦C 160 
Layer thickness mm 0.03 
Atmosphere – Argon 
Powder parameter Unit Value 
Particle size analysis Acc. to ISO 

13320 
Classification d10 d50 d90 
μm 29 47 71 

Reuse % 30 
Powder production – Inert gas atomization  
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dimensions to outer dimensions) to simplify the transferability of the 
results to other structures. 

In the fourth batch, the cavity width and cavity length are kept 
constant and the cavity height is varied on smaller scales in order to 
derive higher precision performance curves. The design parameter 
“number of cavities” is not varied (one cavity), because according to [8] 
a cavity subdivision leads to a decrease in component damping. In 
addition, a hollow beam without powder filling is manufactured in order 
to evaluate what kind of influence it has when the evaluation of the 
effect of the particle damping is carried out against either the fully-fused 
or the hollow beam. 

3.3. Test plan 

Table 2 shows the multi-stage partial factorial experimental design, 
which lists 26 parameter combinations of the test beams to be produced. 
A multi-stage partial factorial design means that only a selection of 
parameter combinations are examined in order to reduce the experi-
mental effort and the number of samples to be produced to an acceptable 
level. The parameters build direction, length, width, height, cavity 
length, cavity width and cavity height are varied. In addition, there are 
two more parameters, force level and excitation direction, which are 
varied during the test procedure. The excitation force varies from 10 N 
to 180 N in steps of 10 N to 100 N and in steps of 40 N to 180 N. 

However, these values are deviated from in individual cases if, for 
example, the acceleration sensor reaches its saturation limit. In total, a 
9-stage experimental design is available. This means that 9 parameters 
are varied. For the unique assignment of the beams, numbers were 
printed on the faces, as well as a coordinate system with which the 
positioning in the mounting space can be determined. The following 
notations were used for the axes:  

• x-direction: Coater travel path  
• y-direction: Perpendicular to coater travel path  
• z-direction: Build direction. 

Fig. 6 shows the first batch on the building platform, with marking of 
the building direction and the coater travel path. It can be seen that the 
three horizontally printed particle damped beams parameter (parameter 
4) are positioned on the edge to maintain the required down-skin angles. 
Support structures are not shown in the figure, but were used in the 
construction job. At this point it should be noted once again that the 
cavities of beams 1–11 have been provided with a dome geometry at the 
ends so that the beams can be manufactured both horizontally and 
vertically. This allows the effect of the building direction on component 
damping to be analysed. The cavity length is calculated using the cavity 
volume. The cavity geometry of beams 12–26 is cuboid and without 
dome geometry, as the beams are only produced lying down. For the 

Fig. 5. Exemplary CAD model of a particle-filled beam with self-supporting structure for horizontal and vertical printing.  

Table 2 
Test plan.  

Parameter Quantity Batch Build direction Dome Outer beam dimensions in mm Cavity dimensions in mm Cavity in % 

Length Height Width Width Height Length  

1  3  1 y Yes  200  20  20 Full material  
2  3  1 z Yes  200  20  20 Full material  
3  3  1 z Yes  200  20  20 10 10 164,68 20%  
4  3  1 y Yes  200  20  20 10 10 164,68 20%  
5  3  1 z Yes  200  20  20 10 5 164,3 10%  
6  3  1 z Yes  200  20  20 5 10 164,3 10%  
7  3  1 z Yes  200  20  20 10 10 162,06 10%  
8  3  1 z Yes  200  20  20 10 10 84,68 10%  
9  3  1 z Yes  200  20  20 10 10 44,68 5%  
10  3  2 y Yes  200  20  20 5 5 162,06 5%  
11  3  2 y Yes  200  20  20 15 15 78,5 20%  
12  1  3 y No  200  10  10 Full material  
13  1  3 y No  200  10  10 5 5 160 20%  
14  1  3 y No  200  10  10 5 2,5 160 10%  
15  1  3 y No  200  5  5 Full material  
16  1  3 y No  200  5  5 2,5 2,5 160 20%  
17  1  3 y No  200  5  5 2,5 1,25 160 10%  
18  1  3 y No  150  20  20 Full material  
19  1  3 y No  150  20  20 10 10 120 20%  
20  1  3 y No  150  20  20 10 5 120 10%  
21  1  3 y No  200  20  20 10 10 164,68 20%  
22  1  4 y No  200  20  20 10 7,5 160 15%  
23  1  4 y No  200  20  20 10 5 160 10%  
24  1  4 y No  200  20  20 10 2,5 160 5%  
25  1  4 y No  200  20  20 10 10 160 20%  
26  1  4 y No  200  20  20 10 12,5 160 25%  
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transferability of the results, the variables cavity height to beam height, 
cavity width to beam width, cavity volume and natural frequency can be 
referred to. 

3.4. Experimental setup 

The beams are placed on a foam base and excited with an automated 
impulse hammer (see Fig. 7). Measuring equipment includes an impulse 
hammer 5800SL by Dytran, an acceleration sensor M353B17 by PCB 
Piezotronics and a data acquisition device VibRunner by m + p inter-
national. The software used for data acquisition and processing is the 
m+p Analyzer, which outputs the time data of the impulse hammer and 
the acceleration sensor and further the transfer function. Impulse exci-
tation is preferred to sweep excitation with a shaker, as the beam need 
no clamping. Clamping the beam would cause parasitic friction, which 
would obscure the measured damping values. For example, Scott- 
Emuakpor et. al were unable to evaluate the first bending mode with 
a sweep due to the influence of beam clamping [2]. 

The impulse hammer is controlled in the lab by a motor. This means 
that it always hits the beam with high repetition accuracy, which a 

person cannot achieve. In addition, the force with which the beams are 
excited to vibrate can be adjusted via the automated impulse hammer. A 
further advantage is that double hits are prevented. Overall, the auto-
mated impulse hammer can significantly improve reproducibility. Two 
adjacent of the four long sides of each beam are examined to evaluate 
the effect of anisotropy. It is assumed that opposite sides behave iden-
tically. In contrast, different material properties are to be expected for 
the adjacent sides, especially for horizontally printed beams. The beam 
is supported on foam at the ends and excited in the center. The beams are 
each to be excited with 10 different forces and damping is calculated in 
the frequency domain using the Circle-Fit method. 

4. Results 

4.1. Determination of particle mass and packing density 

As discussed in the state of the art, particle mass and packing density 
have a decisive influence on the effect of particle damping. To determine 
these quantities, the mass of all beams is measured with a scale and CT 
images are taken of selected beams. The particle mass of the parameter x 
can be calculated using the relationship in Eq. (3). 

mP,x = mx −
m0

V0
× Vx (3) 

Masses mx and m0 of the printed beams are measured with a scale and 
the beam volumes Vx and V0 are determined from CAD. The index 
0 indicates that it is the fully-fused (solid) beam with the same external 
dimensions as the beam under investigation. Packing density ƞ can 
finally be determined by the ratio of densities ρ, see Eq. (4). 

ηx =
ρP,x

ρ0
with ρP,x =

mP,x

V0 − Vx
(4) 

Here ρP,x represents the density of the particles in the cavity. Density 
of the particles is approximated to be equal to that of the fused material. 
In addition, manufacturing deviations lead to a difference between 
theoretical and real volume. Another influence may be the local 
porosity. Table 3 shows the results for beam mass, particle mass and 

Fig. 6. Schematic representation of the first batch on the building platform.  

Fig. 7. Test setup for the characterization of particle damping.  
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packing density. For parameters 1–11 results of all 3 beam samples are 
averaged. 

As can be seen from Table 3 the particle mass of the beams printed 
vertical is higher (ms = 25.64 g > ml = 23.16 g). The CT-images in Fig. 8 
show that the beams are not completely filled with powder. The higher 
packing density of the upright printed beams is attributed to the coating 
in the construction process. Due to the weight of the powder itself, a 
higher packing density can be achieved in vertically printed compo-
nents. The higher the powder is layered, the higher the weight force 
acting on the lower layers. This means that the lower layers of the beams 
printed upright are more compressed and more powder fits into the 
beams. It has also been found that a higher packing density can be 
realized in rectangular, non-square cross-sections when the shorter 
dimension of the cross-section points in the direction of the travel of the 
coater (parameter 5, 6). 

The CT examination has shown that vertically printed beams have a 
significantly higher porosity from a height of 130 mm than horizontally 
printed beams. This is also confirmed by a higher mass of the horizon-
tally printed beams (parameter 1 and 2). As the cavity volume increases, 
the packing density also increases. An exception are parameters 9 and 
23, where the cavity volume is small and the calculated packing density 
is high. Possibly the high porosity in the beam leads to a wrong calcu-
lated packing density for parameter 9. Also, the scattering of the beam 
mass is high at this parameter, because the masses of the three printed 
beams of parameter 9 differ more than is usual for the other parameters. 
At parameter 23, the powder could have become stuck or be removed by 

the inert gas flow. 
The results for parameter 17 suggest that there is no longer any 

unmelted powder in the cavity, as the unmelted powder has melted to 
the cavity wall. In order to evaluate what kind of influence it has when 
the evaluation of the effect of the particle damping is carried out against 
either the fully-fused or the hollow beam, a hollow beam is manufac-
tured as parameter 21. 

4.2. Fully-fused beam 

For the evaluation of the particle damping effect, first the fully-fused 
(solid) beams are analyzed. The Circle Fit method is based on the values 
of the transfer function near the resonance point. Fig. 9 shows an 
example of the transfer functions of the fully-fused (solid) beams from 
the first batch with the dimensions 20 × 20 × 200 mm3. 

The damping values D with well below 1% indicate a weakly damped 
system for all curves. First the horizontally printed beams (red and 
magenta curves) from Fig. 9 are analysed. It can be seen that the natural 
frequencies are shifted by about 30 Hz. From the 30 Hz higher natural 
frequency of the beams excited in the y-direction (magenta-colored 
curve) it can be concluded that the beams are stiffer in the y-direction 
than in the z-direction. This results in slightly anisotropic material 
properties. The curves of the vertically printed beams (cyan and blue) 
hardly differ in the direction of excitation and there are no significant 
anisotropic properties. It is noticeable that the natural frequency of the 
vertically printed beams is lower than that of the horizontally printed 

Table 3 
Beam mass mB, particle mass mP and packing density ƞ of the beams.  

Parameter 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

mB [g]  212.20  207.38  191.55 192.92  198.78  200.15  191.71 199.33  205.23  206.83  193.02  53.75  48.45 
mP [g]  0  0  25.64 23.16  12.14  13.51  25.81 12.69  8.22  5.24  23.26  0  5.45 
ƞ [%]  1  1  61.83 54.56  58.53  65.12  62.23 61.18  79.27  49.42  54.80  1  50.70  

Parameter 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 

mB [g]  50.85  13.95  13.05 12.5  159  144.2  151.2 171.05  197.45  197.6  206.6  193.05  188.50 
mP [g]  2.48  0  1.89 ~ 0  0  17.00  8.1 –  17.08  6.62  5.01  23.29  29.35 
ƞ [%]  46.05  1  67.74 ~ 1  1  53.46  50.94 –  53.66  31.20  47.22  54.88  55.33  

Fig. 8. CT scan of powder-filled beams.  
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ones. Typically, the mechanical properties are better in x-, y-direction 
than in z-direction [56]. Thus the vertically printed beams should have 
had a higher natural frequency than the horizontally printed beams. 
According to Eq. (5) the natural frequency is proportional to Young’s 
modulus E. 

fk =
(γk × L)2

2π ×

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
E × I

ρ × A × L4

√

(5) 

Eq. (5) is obtained from Euler–Bernoulli beam theory with γkx ×L 
representing a factor depending on boundary conditions and on the 
considered mode. This can be looked up in the relevant literature. The 
other parameters are defined as: moment of resistance I, density ρ, cross- 
section A and length L. 

A possible reason for the lower natural frequency of the vertically 
printed beams can be the higher porosity (cf. Fig. 8), which has a 
negative effect on the mechanical properties as well as the Young’s 
modulus. 

Fig. 10 shows the result of the Circle-Fit procedure exemplarily for a 
horizontally printed beam, which is vibrating in z-direction. Measure-
ment data of the fully-fused (solid) beams are very well approximated by 
a circle shape. 

In Fig. 11 damping of the fully-fused beams (Parameter 1, 12, 15, 18) 
over eigenfrequency is plotted. All beams are printed horizontally. The 
results shown represent an average of at least five measuring points 
taken at different force levels. The natural frequency is varied via the 
outer dimensions (cross-section or length) of the beams. Slight anisot-
ropy can be seen for the different beams. 

Measured values of the natural frequencies correspond well with the 
analytical Eq. (5) for the freely supported beam. The damping increases 
with lower natural frequency and decreases with increasing natural 
frequency. The approximation of all measuring points shows a hyper-
bola curve. This figure gives the designer a first overview how the 
damping of fully-fused beams made of AlSi10Mg behaves at different 
natural frequencies. According to this correlation, frequency-dependent 
values of the damping for AlSi10Mg may be stored for use in secondary 
software. The assumption of a constant damping value would lead to an 

error of 600% according to Fig. 11, if instead of the damping of at 
500 Hz the damping of 5000 Hz would be used. 

In the tests, the beam width and beam length were varied. By ana-
lysing the equivalent 1 degree of freedom model it can be determined 
that the natural frequency increases with increasing beam width and 
decreases with increasing beam length. With the damping ratio it be-
haves the other way round, so that the damping decreases with 
increasing beam width and increases with increasing beam length. If 
now the damping ratio is plotted against the natural frequency, a 
hyperbola-shaped curve results. In this equivalent 1 degree of freedom 
mode, it is easy to understand that the damping measure is inversely 
proportional to the root of stiffness and mass. 

Fig. 9. Frequency response function of fully-fused beams, printed vertically and horizontally, parameter 1 and 2, dimensions: 20 × 20 × 200 mm3. (For interpre-
tation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 10. Result of the circle fit method for a fully-fused beam, printed hori-
zontally, excitation in z-direction, parameter 1. 
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4.3. Particle damped beams 

Fig. 12 shows three FRFs of beams with dimensions 5 × 5 ×
200 mm3. The resonance peaks describe the 1., 3., 5., and 7. bending 
vibration mode, respectively. Modes 2, 4, and 6 are not visible in the 
transfer function, since the accelerometer position corresponds to a node 
of vibration of these modes. The fully-fused beam has the highest 
response values for each resonance. With particle damping, both 10% 
and 20% cavity portion give a considerable amplitude reduction in the 
observed frequency range of 600–18,000 Hz. Frequencies beyond that 
range could not be sufficiently be excited by the applied impulse 

hammer. Table 4 shows the values of amplitude reduction, for the 
damped beams compared to the fully-fused beam. It is noteworthy that a 
higher vibration reduction is achieved for the first and third bending 
mode by the larger cavity and for the fifth and seventh bending mode by 

Fig. 11. Frequency dependent damping of fully-fused (solid) beams, parameter 2, 12, 15, 18.  

Fig. 12. Frequency response function of three 5 × 5 × 200 mm3 beams, parameter 15–17.  

Table 4 
Amplitude reduction of three 5 × 5 × 200 mm3 beams, parameter 15–17.  

Damped beam 1st mode 3rd mode 5th mode 7th mode 

10% cavity 32% 48% 75% 76% 
20% cavity 42% 75% 68% 58%  
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the smaller cavity. For the first bending mode low additional damping 
could be achieved. However, the damping increases for the higher 
bending modes since beam deflections are higher at lower frequencies, 
but the powder will experience only little relative displacement. At 
higher frequencies, the beam deflections decrease and shift to the order 
of magnitude at which the powder moves. Thus, more energy is dissi-
pated. It follows that a small cavity volume is more effective for higher 
bending modes than a large one. 

The higher modes around 8 kHz and 15 kHz clearly reveal the 
nonlinear character of the parameter variation investigated. Cavity 
changes are associated with distinctive shift in resonance frequency and 
there is obviously an optimum cavity value for damping performance of 
each mode. Since the shift in natural frequency is negligible for the first 
bending mode the circle fit approximation is applicable here. In the 
following the focus is on the first bending mode of the beam. 

Fig. 13 shows exemplarily a comparison of the transfer function of a 
fully-fused, a hollow and a particle-filled beam (parameters 1, 21, 25). 
All three beams are manufactured in horizontal position with di-
mensions of 20 × 20 × 200 mm3. The hollow and particle-filled beams 
have a cavity of 10 × 10 × 160 mm3 (20%). The powder-filled beam has 
the lowest amplitude and highest damping. Natural frequency of the 
particle-filled beam is in good agreement with the natural frequency of 
the hollow unfilled beam. Thus, the powder does not lead to any sig-
nificant frequency shift and only non-linear damping occurs, which is 
why the Circle-Fit method can be applied. In the following, the particle 
damping is compared only to the fully-fused beams, so that fewer beams 
have to be printed. Furthermore, the values of the damping of the fully- 
fused and the hollow unfilled beam are of the same order of magnitude, 
so that the effect of particle damping can be quantified with sufficient 
accuracy. Fig. 14 shows the result of the Circle Fit method for the par-
ticle damped beam for which the FRF is shown in Fig. 13. Despite the 
nonlinear effects of particle damping in the resonance region, a good 
circle fit approximation is realized. 

4.3.1. Influence of the additive manufacturing process on particle damping 
In the following, the influence of the manufacturing process on the 

effect of particle damping is examined. On the one hand it is important 
to know how the vibration characteristics of standing and lying printed 
beams differ from each other. On the other hand, it is of interest how the 
vibration properties differ when the beams are excited to vibrate in x-, y- 
or z-direction. Fig. 15 makes clear that for both the standing and the 
lying printed beams (20 × 20 × 200 mm3), directional excitation has no 
effect on the damping. The particle-filled beams have a cavity of 10 × 10 
× 160 mm3. It can be recognized that over the entire force level the 
damping is significantly higher than for the fully-fused beam (min. × 8). 
The damping of the fully-fused beam is approximately independent of 
the excitation force. For this test series, three beams each are manu-
factured in upright and horizontal position. 

It is apparent that the damping of the particle-filled beams decreases 
with increasing force and asymptotically approaches a boundary value. 
As described in the literature, this can be attributed to the limited 
mobility of the particles at high forces. For example, at high forces the 
particles may move like a solid mass and have less friction and impact. 
The standing beams show higher damping for all forces investigated. 
This can be explained by a higher packing density of the beams (cf. 
Section 4.1). 

The damping curve over the force is approximated by a hyperbola. 
Measurement results are more scattered at lower forces than at high 
forces. The deviations are attributed to several influences, such as 
variance in packing density. In addition, the CT images show that the 
powder in the beam does not necessarily have to rest at the bottom due 
to gravity. The reason for this can be poor flowability or increased 
friction between the particles. Consequently, the different distribution of 
the powder in the cavity can also have an influence on the dispersion of 
the damping. For example, repeated hammer impacts can cause the 
powder to be displaced in the beam, so that different damping values can 
be measured even at one force level. A force-independent influence on 
the scatter of the measured damping values can be the surface rough-
ness, as this can influence the applied impulse. 

4.3.2. Variation of the cavity length 
Fig. 16 shows the influence of the cavity length (parameters 3, 8, 9) 

Fig. 13. FRF of a fully-fused and a particle damped beam (dimensions: 20 × 20 × 200 mm3, cavity of the particle-filled beam: 10 × 10 × 160 mm3, Force 100 N, 
parameter 2, 21, 25). 
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on the effect of particle damping. The vertically printed beams with the 
dimensions of 20 × 20 × 200 mm3 have a cavity cross-section of 10 ×
10 mm2. The cavity is in the middle of all beams and three beams are 
produced per test series. The damping curves for the three particle- 
damped beams each approximately follow an exponential function. At 
100 N the damping increased by about x6 for the smallest cavity length 
(5% powder filling), by about x9 for the middle one (10% powder 
filling) and by x10 for the large one (20% powder filling). It is notable 
that increasing the cavity length from 10% to 20% has no significant 

influence on the force-dependent damping, although the volume of the 
cavity is doubled. This is due to the fact that the particle-filled cavity is 
already present in the areas with large displacement of vibration. By 
further increasing the cavity length, particles are only added in regions 
with lower vibration deflection, which means that they do not make a 
significant contribution to vibration reduction. Another reason for the 
low damping of the small cavity is the high packing density of 
79.27–62.23% or 61.18% (cf. Table 3). 

Already at 50% of the normalized cavity length approx. 80% of the 

Fig. 14. Circle-fit of the particle damped beam, parameter 25.  

Fig. 15. Influence on particle damping – component orientation, Outer dimensions: 20 × 20 × 200 mm3, parameter 1–4.  
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maximum possible damping is reached. After that, the damping in-
creases only slightly. For the three series of measurements, the damping 
again decreases with increasing force in the form of a hyperbola. 

The results so far indicate that the standard deviation of damping can 
be up to 0.1%. For all further test sequences starting with the third 
batch, only one beam per parameter is printed in order to keep the test 
effort in the lab low. Another reason is that all beams from the third 
batch onwards are printed horizontally, as the vertically printed beams 
have a high porosity (cf. Fig. 8). This means that fewer beams fit into one 
construction job. In order to keep the scattering in the further 

experiments low, the beams are preconditioned on a vibration plate to 
distribute the powder evenly in the cavity. 

4.3.3. Variation of the cavity height 
In the following the results of beams with external dimensions of 20 

× 20 × 200 mm3 and varied cross-section are described. The height of 
the cavity geometry (in z-direction) is varied at 2.5 mm intervals and the 
cavity width (y-direction) and the cavity positions are kept constant at 
10 mm and 160 mm respectively. Results are shown in Fig. 17. Eigen-
frequency of the fully-fused beams is around f0 = 2692.5 Hz. 

Fig. 16. Influence on particle damping – variation of cavity length, Outer dimensions: 20 × 20 × 200 mm3, parameter 1, 3, 8, 9.  

Fig. 17. Influence on particle damping – variation of cavity height, Outer dimensions: 20 × 20 × 200 mm3, parameter 2, 22–26–17.  
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What is interesting is that only the smallest cavity volume (ratio of 
width to height: 4:1) exhibits pronounced directional properties. 
Apparently, the flowability of the particles in the y-direction is limited 
by the small cross-section in the direction of vibration, as the particles 
interlock with each other and with the wall. In the z-direction, on the 
other hand, the cross section in the direction of vibration is larger and 
the risk of some particles becoming entangled and blocking the path is 
lower. For beams with a cavity of 20% and 25% the damping increases 
by at least a factor of 15. 

The damping increases non-linearly with continuous variation of the 
cavity height. Damping values with 10% cavity are higher than those 
with 15% cavity. This can be explained by the smaller packing density 
for the smaller cavity (31.20–53.66%). Although there are fewer parti-
cles in the smaller cavity, the lower packing density allows them to move 
easier and dissipate more energy. 

In general, the dispersion of the measured values increases with 
increasing damping. The individual measurement curves are again 
approximated by a hyperbola function. Furthermore, before the test was 
carried out, the powder was evenly distributed inside the beam by vi-
bration on a vibratory plate. 

4.3.4. Influence of the natural frequency 
In the following section the influence of the natural frequency on the 

effect of particle damping is examined. For this purpose, four beams 
with different external dimensions are manufactured in order to be able 
to evaluate the influence of the natural frequencies. One fully-fused 
beam and two particle-filled beams with a cavity of 10% and 20% are 
produced per outer beam dimension. The particle-filled beams differ in 
the cavity height. The larger cross-section is square, the smaller 
rectangular. 

In the following the 5 × 5 × 200 mm3 beam is analyzed. This beam 
geometry represents the limits of production for additive manufactured 
particle dampers. On the one hand, the wall thickness of only 1.25 mm is 
very low, so there is an increased risk of powder leakage. On the other 
hand, the cavity is very small in relation to the particle size, so that the 
particles have limited space to move. Due to the limitations of the 
accelerometer, only forces up to 20 N can be investigated. It is obvious 
that the damping increases with increasing amplitude (cf. Fig. 18). The 

cross-sections in the beam are so small that the flow of the powder is 
reduced. For this reason, no large increases in damping can be seen. 
Damping possibly increases with increasing force, since the particles 
first must overcome the friction between them. In total, each force level 
was examined twice. In the case of the large cavity, a clear scattering of 
the measured values can be detected. The natural frequency of the fully- 
fused beams is f0 = 651.2 Hz. Although a low damping could be realized 
for the first mode, the damping increases at higher modes (cf. Fig. 12). 

In the following the results of the 10 × 10 × 200 mm3 beams are 
presented. Fig. 19 shows two additional resonances around the first 
eigenfrequency of the fully-fused as well as of the particle filled beam 
13. This characteristic is exemplary for all measurements of parameters 
12–14, and repositioning of the beams on the foam base also showed no 
change. It is possible that these side resonances are due to the thermal 
distortion of the beams, since the three beams are slightly curved. As the 
Circle Fit method is a single-degree method, it is not suitable for 
determining the damping in these cases. Nevertheless, a significant 
decrease in vibration amplitude can be noticed near the resonance of the 
fully-fused versus the particle-filled beams. For this reason, the ampli-
tude decrease is calculated for each measured value by the ratio of the 
maximum resonance peak of the damped beam to the mean value of the 
fully-fused beam. Fig. 20 on the left shows that the amplitude can be 
reduced by up to 70–92%. The natural frequency of the fully-fused 
beams is f0 = 1342.3 Hz. In order to convert the results to a damping 
value, the factor of the amplitude reduction is calculated with the 
damping of the fully-fused beams and thus an equivalent damping is 
calculated, see Fig. 20 right. Here the damping increases with increasing 
amplitude. For small cross-sections, the damping can be increased by ×5 
and for large cross-sections by ×10. Thus, double the damping is real-
ized for twice the volume of the cavity. Note that no direction-dependent 
damping values occur for the rectangular cavity cross section. The re-
sults are again approximated by a hyperbola. 

The results for the 20 × 20 × 150 mm3 beams are described below. 
The damping decreases with increasing amplitude, see Fig. 21. The 
damping can be increased by at least ×3 for the small cross-section and 
×6 for the large cross-section. Here again, no direction-dependent 
damping properties can be seen. The results are again approximated 
by a hyperbola. The natural frequency of the fully-fused beams is f0 

Fig. 18. Influence on particle damping – variation of the cavity cross section, Outer dimensions 5 × 5 × 200 mm3, parameter 15–17.  
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= 4591.0 Hz. 

4.4. Particle damping of higher bending modes 

The following section describes the effect of particle damping at 
higher bending modes. Since the accelerometer is located in the middle 
of the beam, only odd bending modes are measured. For even bending 
modes, the accelerometer is located in the vibration node. Fig. 22 shows 
the damping of the third bending mode of the 10 × 10 × 200 mm3 

beams. Again, with increasing cavity height the damping increases 
significantly. It is evident that for the small cavity (10%) a direction- 
dependent damping occurs. For the first bending mode (see Fig. 20) 
this is not the case. Furthermore, the third bending mode shows no more 
side resonances, but a clear resonance peak. The natural frequency of the 
fully-fused beams is 6902 Hz. The damping values have decreased 
slightly compared to the first bending mode. Nevertheless, a quadru-
pling of the damping compared to the fully-fused beams is visible for the 
large cavity volume. 

5. Discussion 

Until now, laser melted particle dampers made of Inconel 718, AISI 
316L stainless steel and tool steel 1.2709 have been investigated in the 
literature [7,8,14]. This paper shows that even with aluminum powder 
AlSi10Mg a damping of more than factor 20 can be realized. Further-
more, the damping of the first bending mode is shown in this paper. The 
assumption that the Circle Fit method – which is a single degree of 
freedom method and is used for linear systems – can also be used for 
highly non-linear systems of particle damping was confirmed. The first 
bending mode shows non-linear damping and no frequency shift and 
thus the Circle-Fit method has been justified. Overall, a robust test setup 
and method for test evaluation are defined. 

The natural frequency can be used as a basis for transferring the 
results to other components designs. The simulation of particle-damped 
systems is still a particular challenge. The discrete element method 
(DEM) is very time consuming and computationally intensive. With the 
values of damping determined in this paper, a designer can estimate the 
damping if she/he knows what his critical frequencies and excitation 

Fig. 19. Left: FRF of the fully-fused beam (Parameter 12, Fz = 10 N), right: FRF of the particle-filled beam (Parameter 13, Fz = 10 N), Outer dimensions 10 × 10 
× 200 mm3. 

Fig. 20. Influence on particle damping – variation of the cavity cross section, outer dimensions 10 × 10 × 200 mm3 parameter 12–14 Left: Amplitude decrease of the 
FRF, right: Equivalent damping. 
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forces are. However, with the restriction of the vibration being similar to 
a bending mode. Based on this estimation, it can be evaluated whether it 
is worth the effort to use DEM or testing to get more detailed results. A 
comparison with the damping characteristics from this paper allows 
early estimations for or against the use of particle damping. Further-
more, inverse correlations with increasing natural frequency can be 
seen. Up to approx. 1500 Hz the damping increases with increasing 
force, whereas above approx. 1500 Hz the damping decreases with 
increasing force. At low frequencies there is low dynamics of particle 
movement in the system, so that the particles dissipate energy primarily 

through friction. The particles lying at the bottom are compressed by the 
weight of the particles lying at the top and cannot move easily. 
Furthermore, the static friction must be overcome. By increasing the 
excitation force, the static friction is overcome by a growing number of 
particles until finally all particles can move freely. In contrast, chaotic 
movements occur at high frequencies even with small forces due to the 
highly dynamic nature, which decreases when the force is increased. At 
higher forces, the particles behave like a single coherent mass, with the 
number of impacts decreasing. At high forces, in this case from 100 N, an 
asymptotic course of damping is observed, in which the energy 

Fig. 21. Influence on particle damping – variation of the cavity cross section, Outer dimensions 20 × 20 × 150 mm3, parameter 18–20.  

Fig. 22. Influence on particle damping – 3rd mode, variation of the cavity cross section, Outer dimensions 10 × 10 × 200 mm3, parameter 12–14.  
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dissipation resulting from the effects of friction and impact is balanced. 
In Fig. 23 a flow chart diagram is used as a framework to evaluate the 

effect of particle damping and transfer it to the desired component. A 
validation of the framework is still pending and must be tested in further 
work. The framework is designed to be as general as possible and the 
design curves built up in this work can be stored in a knowledge base. In 
further work, the aim should be to investigate further parameter studies 
on the load cases torsion, tensile and compression as well as a super-
position of the load states and to store the results in the framework. 
Furthermore, this framework should be tested on real application ex-
amples such as a motorcycle triple clamp. A motorcycle triple clamp, for 
example, could be designed under the aspects of mass, stiffness and 
damping. 

In the literature, the approach of integrating lattice structures into 
additively manufactured components in order to reduce vibrations is 
currently followed. Up to now, this method has mainly been used to 
reduce the component mass. The combination of lattice structures and 
particle damping can be a promising approach to reduce vibrations. In 
large cavities, down-skin angles of δ > 45◦ must be maintained in order 
to prevent the down-skin surfaces from sagging during the 
manufacturing process. For this purpose, lattice structures can be 
inserted into the powder-filled cavities. Alternatively, cavities for pow-
der filling can be integrated into the lattice structures themselves. 
However, in this case the minimum cross-section of the individual lattice 
strut results from the minimum wall thickness and the minimum bore 
diameter in which the powder can still move freely. In this paper it is 
demonstrated that powder can be integrated in beams with 5 × 5 mm2. 
Using the manufacturing restrictions from Fig. 3, particle-filled cavities 
with a minimum cross-section of 2 × 2 mm2 could theoretically be 
produced. Compared to the initial model, this would increase damping 
and save mass. 

Since particle-filled cavities can be integrated even in very narrow 
geometries, particle damping promises great potential in conjunction 

with topology optimization. By adapting target functions and 
manufacturing restrictions, cavities can be provided during topology 
optimization in areas particularly susceptible to vibration, in which 
powder can be stored. Especially for lightweight construction, compo-
nents can thus be optimized in terms of mass, stiffness and damping. 

The test results show that damping through particle-filled cavities 
within 600–18,000 Hz is effective. Lower and higher frequencies are not 
investigated in this work. However, the literature shows that conven-
tional particle dampers are effective at only a few < 15 Hz [10,12,13]. 
For the first mode, a large cavity leads to higher damping. For higher 
modes, however, a smaller particle-filled cavity is more effective. 
Furthermore, at higher modes and thus higher frequencies, the random 
motion of particles in the cavity can increase, which can also lead to an 
increase in amplitude beyond the resonance. Accordingly, if several 
resonances are to be damped, a balance must be found between a large 
and a small cavity. 

In contrast, one reason why laser melted particle dampers are not 
widely used, despite their distinctive properties, is that the powder is 
classified as hazardous to health and carcinogenic and must not escape 
in the event of cracks in the component shell. However, with the further 
development of the system technology for multi-material processing 
[46], it will be possible in the future to deposit non-harmful materials 
inside the component. Alternatively, the powder can be replaced after 
the construction process. Nevertheless, aerospace already represents an 
application area for particle damping with high potential. 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper the effect of particle damping on laser melted beams 
made of AlSi10Mg is experimentally characterized. It was found that the 
vibration amplitudes can be significantly reduced by particle damping 
from the first to the seventh bending mode and thus a broadband 
damping (here: 600–18,000 Hz) is realized. The damping could be 

Fig. 23. Flow chart to evaluate the effect of particle damping and transfer it to the desired component.  
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increased for all particle-filled beams, in some even up to factor ×20. 
The cavity width and cavity height have a stronger influence on the 
damping than the cavity length. Vertically printed beams have a higher 
packing density and also higher damping than horizontally printed 
beams. One way to increase the damping of horizontally printed beams 
could be to change the particle size distribution towards smaller parti-
cles, as this would increase packing density. The damping curve is force- 
dependent and follows a hyperbola function, resulting in a nearly con-
stant curve for forces above approx. 100 N. Furthermore, the damping 
for both the fully-fused and the particle-filled beams is frequency- 
dependent. The fully-fused beams have a hyperbola curve for damping 
over the natural frequency. 

The higher bending modes in certain measurement series could not 
be evaluated because two side resonances were measured instead of one 
pronounced main resonance. In further work, it is necessary to optimize 
the positioning of the beams on the foam and to subject the beams to 
heat treatment. A heat treatment removes thermally induced stresses 
from the manufacturing process and reduces the beam deformation. In 
addition, the beam surfaces may be finished mechanically for increased 
reproducibility. Furthermore, the lifetime of particle-damped compo-
nents will be evaluated in future work. Since the particle-filled cavities 
of additively manufactured particle dampers cannot be finished, the 
increased surface roughness can be regarded as a crack indicator for 
dynamically loaded structural components. However, it is possible that 
particle / wall interactions leading to erosion will rub off the roughness 
peaks of the cavity, thus reducing crack initiation. Also the long-term 
effect of additive manufactured particle dampers should be investi-
gated to evaluate the degeneration of the component damping at high 
cycle numbers and excitation amplitudes. So far, only a few powder 
types have been investigated for the production of additive particle 
dampers. Highly inflammable powders such as titanium powder have 
the risk of reacting with oxygen, which can diffuse through the 
component shell. Here, the long-term chemical behavior of the powder 
in the cavities needs to be investigated. Correspondingly, further ex-
periments are necessary with regard to the lifetime investigation. In 
addition, a surrogate model should be developed in further work. A 
better understanding of particle damping may open up new areas of 
application in space travel. 
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